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Abstract. For constrained devices, standard cryptographic algorithms
can be too big, too slow or too energy-consuming. The area of lightweight
cryptography studies new algorithms to overcome these problems. In this
paper, we will focus on symmetric-key encryption, authentication and
hashing. Instead of providing a full overview of this area of research, we
will highlight three interesting topics. Firstly, we will explore the generic
security of lightweight constructions. In particular, we will discuss con
siderations for key, block and tag sizes, and explore the topic of instanti
ating a pseudorandom permutation (PRP) with a non-ideal block cipher
construction. This is inspired by the increasing prevalence of lightweight
designs that are not secure against related-key attacks, such as PRINCE,
PRIDE or Chaskey. Secondly, we explore the eﬃciency of cryptographic
primitives. In particular, we investigate the impact on eﬃciency when the
input size of a primitive doubles. Lastly, we provide some considerations
for cryptographic design. We observe that applications do not always
use cryptographic algorithms as they were intended, which negatively
impacts the security and/or eﬃciency of the resulting implementations.
Keywords: Symmetric-key, encryption, authentication, hash function,
lightweight, constrained devices, scaling law.
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Introduction

Lightweight cryptography is commonly deﬁned as cryptography for resourceconstrained devices, for which RFID tags and wireless sensor networks are typ
ically mentioned as examples [23]. The goal of lightweight cryptography is to
enable a diverse range of modern applications, such as smart meters, vehicle secu
rity systems, wireless patient monitoring systems, Intelligent Transport Systems
(ITS) and the Internet of Things (IoT) [21, 76, 79].
As such, lightweight cryptography targets a very wide variety of devices.
They can be implemented on a broad range of hardware and software, and their
communication can be either wired or wireless. Wireless devices can be powered
either by electromagnetic induction or by a battery, which can be disposable or
rechargeable.
Therefore for some applications, either energy or power consumption is criti
cal, whereas for other applications a low latency is much more important. It can

be that hardware area or software code size is a limiting factor, or that only a
small amount of RAM is available. More often than not, a combination of the
aforementioned criteria needs to be satisﬁed.
What sets lightweight cryptography apart from “conventional cryptogra
phy?” Although the question seems simple, this appears to be a quite controver
sial sub ject. The reason is that the distinction between “lightweight” and “con
ventional” blurs when we ask ourselves: “If a lightweight algorithm outperforms
conventional algorithms, should it then not be considered to be a replacement
for conventional algorithms?”
The goal of this paper is to shed some light on this discussion, yet we do
not claim to provide a deﬁnitive answer. We hope to give a better insight into
lightweight cryptography, and explain how to achieve design goals that cannot
be met by conventional cryptographic algorithms. To do this, we will combine
knowledge of provable security, cryptanalysis and implementation, with a par
ticular focus on recent academic advancements.
It is important to note that lightweight cryptography should not be equated
with weak cryptography. Lightweight designs have been proposed that are signif
icantly weaker than conventional algorithms, for example by using short key or
block sizes. We strongly discourage the use of such algorithms, and will counter
common arguments that are used to defend them.
The focus of this paper will be on symmetric-key encryption, authentica
tion and hashing, nevertheless some of its insights may also apply to public-key
cryptography.

2

How to Measure Security

A key insight of modern cryptography is to split the security analysis of any pro
tocol or construction into two parts. The ﬁrst part is the analysis of the protocol
or construction with ideal primitives. This allows us to evaluate the security
against generic attacks, that is, attacks that are inherent to the construction
and not due to any ﬂaws in the underlying primitives. The second part is the
analysis of the algorithms by which these idealized primitives are instantiated.
2.1

The Security against Generic Attacks

A commonly used model to analyze the security against generic attacks, is the
information-theoretic framework. It considers the ideal primitives not as deter
ministic algorithms, but as statistical ob jects. In the same way that the outcome
of a dice roll is not known before the dice is rolled, the output of an ideal prim
itive is not known until it is queried. It therefore becomes possible to consider
computationally unbounded adversaries, that are only restricted by the amount
of information that they can collect (expressed in the number of queries to the
ideal primitives), and not by any computational restrictions on how this infor
mation is processed.
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Fig. 1. (Top) A hypothesis test to distinguish between random variables X (null hy
pothesis) and Y (alternative hypothesis), showing the probability to make Type I and
Type II errors; (Bottom) The hypothesis test for X and Y where the probability of
making an error (Type I or Type II) is minimized. The two white regions are equal in
area, each of which corresponds to the total variation distance dTV (X, Y ).

The information-theoretic framework not only greatly simpliﬁes the security
analysis; it also means that the analysis still remains valid, regardless of future
algorithmic improvements. For example, the collision resistance of a hash func
tion is then measured by the number of messages required for a collision to exist
with a suﬃciently high probability, and not by the currently best-known algo
rithm to eﬃciently ﬁnd a collision. In fact, for this particular example, it has
been shown that it is not necessary to store all messages and hash values in a
table. Collisions for meaningful messages can be found with negligible memory
requirements [66], even with eﬃcient parallel implementations [62].
The total variation distance is often used in cryptography to analyze the
security against generic attacks. It corresponds to the maximum success proba
bility3 to distinguish between two distributions: the “real world” and the “ideal
world.” The total variation distance can be deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 1 (Total Variation Distance). Let X and Y be two random vari
ables on a ﬁnite4 set Ω. The total variation distance between X and Y is deﬁned
as
dTV (X, Y ) £ max |Pr[X ∈ A] − Pr[Y ∈ A]| .
A⊂Ω

3

4

As there are several ways to calculate this success probability, it is often preferable to
use more precise terminology instead. Following Bellare and Rogaway [13, Chapter 3],
we therefore clarify that this term should be understood “in a speciﬁc, technical way
based on the deﬁnition.”
The ﬁniteness assumptions are only made for simplicity. It is straightforward to
generalize the notions, as explained for example in [74].
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The total variation distance satisﬁes all the requirements of a distance func
tion (non-negativity, identity of indiscernibles, symmetry, triangle inequality).
For an accessible introduction to the total variation distance and its properties,
we refer to [54, Chapter 4]. It is interesting for readers with an engineering back
ground to note that the total variation distance is related to hypothesis testing.
If we consider the hypothesis test with the lowest probability of making an error
(Type I or Type II), then the total variation distance is equal to the probabil
ity that this hypothesis test makes the right decision [77]. The concept of total
variation distance and its relation to hypothesis testing is illustrated in Fig. 1.
In cryptographic literature, we often ﬁnd another, equivalent way to calcu
late the total variation distance between two distributions. It is known as the
maximum adversarial advantage, and can be deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 2 (Maximum Adversarial Advantage). Let X and Y be two
random variables on a ﬁnite set Ω. The class of algorithms (probabilistic or
deterministic – it does not matter) with input x ∈ Ω and output 0 or 1 is denoted
by A, and let A ∈ A. Then the maximum adversarial advantage to distinguish
between X and Y is deﬁned as
dAdv (X, Y ) £ max |Pr[A(X) = 1] − Pr[A(Y ) = 1]| .
A∈A

The total variation distance and the maximum adversarial advantage are
equal, see e.g. [60] for a proof.
A number of proof techniques exist to calculate the total variation distance,
including game-playing [14], Patarin’s H-coeﬃcient technique [63] (see Chen and
Steinberger [34] for detailed discussion of this technique) and coupling (a wellknown technique from the theory of Markov chains [54, Chapter 5]).
For symmetric-key encryption and authentication, it makes sense to consider
two types of queries:
– D-queries refer to queries that are evaluated under a secret key, which is
unknown to the adversary. This can be, for example, encryption with a block
cipher under a secret key.
– T -queries do not involve a secret key. An example is the same block cipher,
where the key is not secret but provided as an extra input for the adversary.
Let D be the number of D-queries, and T the number of T -queries. Often D
is referred to as the data complexity and T is referred to as the time complexity
of the attack [37]. Note that the actual time complexity may be higher. As we
explained earlier, we consider information-theoretic adversaries and therefore the
cost of processing the queries is not taken into account. This also explains why
we do not consider the memory complexity of attacks. Clearly, this analysis is
very optimistic from the adversary’s point of view, which is why it is useful to
construct security bounds.
The encryption algorithm is assumed to be known to the adversary (due to
Kerckhoﬀs’s principle), which is why we give the adversary access to T -queries.
Security results for block-cipher-based modes of operation (e.g. [12]) typically
4

do not involve such T -queries, as they are usually expressed in terms of pseu
dorandom permutation (PRP) security. The T -queries appear when this PRP is
instantiated with a block cipher construction, such as an ideal block cipher, an
Even-Mansour [42, 43] block cipher, a key-alternating cipher [28],...
Note that we obviously do not intend to critique proofs based on PRP se
curity. It is precisely thanks to these proofs that we can instantiate PRPs in
diﬀerent ways, and have the security results carry over. For a rigorous explana
tion of why the original PRP-based proofs still hold when additional access to
T -queries is introduced, we refer to [59].
2.2

Considerations for Key, Block and Tag Sizes

It is often reasonable to assume that the number of D-queries is limited, as
they rely on the secret key and must therefore be generated by the device under
attack. The number of T -queries is typically much higher: as the algorithm is
public, these can be performed without access to the device, for example using
custom-built hardware or cloud computing.
Although it is reasonable to assume that the maximum number of D-queries
that an attacker can make is smaller than the maximum number of T -queries,
we must be very careful when putting speciﬁc limits on D and T . Unfortunately
all too frequently, especially in the area of lightweight cryptography, it is argued
that the attacker is very limited in D and T , because “the key is changed every
half hour,” or “the data is not worth a million dollars.” The argument is that
the attacker will not be able to break the encryption as only a limited amount
of time and data is available, especially if the monetary value of the secret is too
low to justify the attacker’s investment. We will now explain the ﬂaws in this
argument.
Multi-key Attacks. It is often implicitly assumed that the attacker’s goal is to
break the encryption under one particular key. Under that assumption, it makes
sense to change the key frequently to limit the amount of data available to the
attacker. However, the conﬁdentiality of encryption breaks down if an attack
is successful for any of the keys that are being used. This setting should be of
particular concern. As shown by Biham [17, 18], faster generic key-recovery at
tacks exist on any block cipher when multiple keys are used. Mouha and Luykx
explained how modern Internet protocols are particularly vulnerable to this at
tack [58], for example when JavaScript malware is generating a large number of
connections.
For MAC functions, multi-key attacks seem to be of a lesser concern. When
any of the old keys is compromised, the attacker can generate forgeries under this
key. However, unlike in the case of encryption, compromise of an old authenti
cation key does not result in the compromise of other secrets. This is because in
a scenario where messages are only authenticated but not encrypted, messages
are sent in the clear and therefore known to the attacker already. The leak of an
old key should not impact the authenticity of messages under the current key. A
5

possible concern, however, is that an attacker may target several devices at the
same time. This possibility should be carefully considered.

The Power of Precomputation. The use of short keys should be discour
aged for any application. Exhaustive key search may become feasible when short
keys are used, although this may require a large amount of time and memory.
However, this large investment only needs to be made once as part of a precomputation phase, after which any number of keys can be attacked. This is the
basis of the time-memory tradeoﬀ by Hellman [50]. During a precomputation
phase that is equal to exhaustive search, a table is constructed. By means of this
table, individual keys can then be recovered quickly.
This was done, for example, by Nohl et al. [61] for the A5/1 encryption
algorithm used by GSM. A5/1 has an eﬀective key size of 61 bits. A large precomputation equivalent to dozens of GPU years was used to construct a table
of about 1.6 terabytes, using a variant of Hellman’s technique. Using this table,
any A5/1 key can be broken in about ﬁve seconds using commodity hardware.
As this example clearly shows, it makes little sense to argue that short keys
are acceptable because they are changed frequently, or because the investment
to break one particular key would be too high for the attacker. This is because
the large precomputation needs to be done only once for every algorithm, after
which individual keys can be broken at a low cost and in a very short amount
of time.
Hellman’s time-memory trade-oﬀ requires exhaustive key search in a precom
putation phase. However, the time-memory-data tradeoﬀs for stream ciphers of
Babbage-Golić [7, 48] and Biryukov-Shamir [22] can have a time complexity that
is far below exhaustive search. As Biryukov et al. [20] showed, the time-memory
data tradeoﬀs also apply to block ciphers when we consider the aforementioned
multi-key scenario. For example, if a block cipher with a 112-bit key size is used,
one key out of 232 can be found in 232 time, after a one-time precomputation of
280 to generate a table of size 264 [20].
In fact, Nohl et al.’s attack on A5/1 is actually also a time-memory-data
tradeoﬀ, although with a very limited amount of data. The attack uses one
114-bit GSM burst which therefore contains 51 ciphertexts of 64 bits [31].

Just Keep Guessing. For MAC functions and authenticated encryption al
gorithms, a forgery attack is possible even when T and D are zero. Forgeries
can be attempted by simply guessing the tag value, which is especially a con
cern when short tags are used. The NIST recommendations for CMAC [38] and
GCM/GMAC [39] state that in order to avoid guessing attacks, the system
should “limit the number of unsuccessful veriﬁcation attempts for each key.”
However, rekeying obviously does not give any protection against guessing at
tacks, as the success probability of a guessing attack depends on the tag length
and not on the key. The attacker can thus continue the guessing attack, regard
less of how many times the key is changed.
6

Short Block Sizes? We previously discussed the dangers of short key lengths.
But short block lengths can also become a concern, especially when the message
is longer than the block size. For randomized encryption, such as CBC mode
with a random IV, the attacker will have an increased probability to guess the
IV value. For on-line deterministic encryption, it becomes easier to recover the
plaintext block by block by means of a chosen-plaintext attack [51].
These problems do not present themselves for plaintexts with a length of
at most one block. However, the key will then need to be changed for every
block to avoid the problems that are inherent to ECB mode. In the context of
format-preserving encryption, a tweak is often used here instead of a new key
for eﬃciency reasons [40].
2.3

Instantiating Ideal Primitives with Algorithms

Care must be taken when an ideal primitive is instantiated with a particular
algorithm. The “trick” here is that when an ideal primitive is assumed to be
“random until queried,” this informally means that the algorithm by which it
is instantiated should then be “random until evaluated.” It does not seem to be
possible to formulate the instantiation with an algorithm in a rigorous way. In
fact, a variety of constructions [10, 32, 47, 55] show theoretical problems with this
type of instantiation, although these constructions diﬀer signiﬁcantly from the
algorithms that are used in practice.
Another problem with instantiation is that speed-ups of exhaustive search
exist for any algorithm, for example the “distributive technique” and the “early
abort technique” that are well-known in cryptographic folklore [19]. Even faster
techniques to speed-up exhaustive search may exist for certain algorithms, for
example using the recently introduced framework of biclique attacks [24]. It
therefore makes sense to be conservative when estimating the generic time com
plexity that is required for exhaustive search.
One way to take these observations into account, is to introduce a safety mar
gin by assuming that exhaustive search can always be sped up by a small factor.
This is similar to the motivation behind the “green category” of the ECRYPT II
SHA-3 Zoo [41]. Allowing such “bruteforce-like attacks” by design seems to be
an interesting way to satisfy the requirements of lightweight cryptography.
It should be pointed out that bruteforce-like attacks still correspond to ex
haustive search, although on a smaller part of the algorithm. An example of this
type of attack are the biclique attacks on the full AES [24].
2.4

Insights for Lightweight Cryptography

In the previous sections, we provided a thorough explanation of how to measure
security against generic attacks. More speciﬁcally, we explained how for a partic
ular symmetric-key cryptographic algorithm (for example with key size k, block
size n and tag size t), we can evaluate the success probability of any generic
attack with a given amount of time and data complexity.
7

It should be taken into account that the attacker may perform a large precomputation, and that multiple devices may be under attack. In many protocols,
it is possible that keys are changed frequently. For encryption algorithms, this
leads to an inevitable erosion of security and should therefore be considered.
Our explanation of generic attacks was not only meant as a warning against
bad parameter choices, but also to provide insight into how we can realize the
lightweight cryptography goal of “getting more for less.” Below we provide some
examples of how that can be done.
– If the implementation can guarantee that keys are chosen independently
and uniformly at random, resistance against related-key attacks is not nec
essary. This insight is used in several recent lightweight designs, such as
PRINCE [29], PRIDE [1] and Chaskey [59]. Note that designs without se
curity against related-key attacks are not new: DES [56] and Triple-DES [8]
are trivially vulnerable to related-key attacks due to the complementation
property.
– Many block-cipher-based modes of operation are only secure up to about
2n/2 blocks [12]. The underlying block ciphers could then be designed to be
secure only up to 2n/2 plaintext-ciphertext pairs, as higher security would be
overkill for the mode of operation in which it is used. This design philosophy
is used, for example, in the CAESAR candidates Prøst [53], Minalpher [72],
and the MAC function Chaskey.
– The design of a secure permutation algorithm is typically a very diﬃcult
task. However, when this permutation is used inside a keyed primitive, a
wide variety of attacks become inapplicable. This insight was used in the
Chaskey MAC function: the security is reduced to that of the permutationbased block cipher, and not to the permutation itself. This allows a much
lighter permutation to be used. Of course, the security of the block cipher
algorithm must still be investigated by cryptanalysis.

3
3.1

The Eﬃciency of Underlying Primitives
Measuring Eﬃciency

To evaluate the eﬃciency of cryptographic protocols, modes of operation, or
primitives, an eﬃciency metric must be introduced. Typical examples are the
number of modular exponentiations, the number of block cipher calls per plain
text block, or the number of permutation calls per message block.
We should be very careful when introducing such metrics, as we risk measur
ing the “theoretical eﬃciency” instead of the “actual eﬃciency” of a protocol or
algorithm.
Observe that certain designs are only eﬃcient for long messages, whereas
messages in lightweight applications are typically very short. Some designs rely
on nonces (numbers used only once) for their security, which are diﬃcult to
ensure in low-end systems, as they require either non-volatile memory to store a
counter or a hardware source of randomness. We also note that some designers
8

focus only on the number of calls to an underlying primitive to measure eﬃciency,
whereas the potential for parallelism is much more important for low-latency
applications.
Our intention is not to criticize any particular design. In fact, we are conﬁdent
that most designs will ﬁnd their way to applications for which they are partic
ularly well-suited. Instead, what we want to argue is that the communication
between theoreticians, cryptanalysts and implementers has failed when a design
does not meet the requirements of the application for which it was intended.
One solution here can be to introduce more reﬁned eﬃciency metrics, which
will hopefully lead to new designs that can match the stringent requirements
imposed by lightweight cryptography.
The goal of this paper is not to give a deﬁnitive answer on how to measure
eﬃciency. However, we intend to provide a step in the right direction, that will
hopefully lead to a better understanding. More speciﬁcally, the following section
will introduce a scaling law for symmetric-key cryptography.

3.2

Scaling Law for Symmetric-Key Cryptography

Motivation. In the context of hash function design, Rogaway and Steinberger
proved that at least three n-bit compression functions are needed to construct a
2n-to-n-bit compression function with an optimal collision resistance of 2n/2 [68].
They presented a construction that achieves this bound in [67]. In later work,
a construction was given by Mennink and Preneel that uses only XOR opera
tions [57].
We note that the same 2n-to-n-bit compression function can also be achieved
with one 2n-bit permutation, where half of the output is truncated. In fact, this
construction even reaches a preimage resistance of 2n , compared to only 22n/3
for designs based on three n-bit permutations. This raises the question: is it
more eﬃcient to use three n-bit permutations, or one 2n-bit permutation?

Scaling Law. To answer this question, we need to introduce a model of com
putation. In what follows, we will use a biclique-style approach [24] where the
computational cost is determined by the number of basic operations: S-box eval
uations, Skein MIX functions,... We will assume that a 64-bit addition is twice
as costly as a 32-bit addition, which is roughly true on hardware, as well as on
software if two 32-bit additions can be performed by one SIMD instruction.
This model obviously has its limitations, and is clearly not “science” but “en
gineering.” It should nevertheless be a useful starting point to compare primitives
of diﬀerent sizes.
We formulate the scaling law for symmetric-key primitives (block ciphers,
compression functions, cryptographic permutations,...) as follows:
“When the input size of a symmetric-key primitive doubles, the number
of operations (roughly) doubles as wel l”.
9

This scaling law is seemingly contradicted by information theory. We would
expect a superexponential increase of the number of operations if the input size
n
n
doubles, as there are (2n )2 = 2n2 functions from n to n bits. This reasoning
does not hold for practical designs, however. An obvious counterexample is that
the running time of the 128-bit block cipher AES [35] is not superexponentially
higher than that of the 64-bit block cipher DES [56].
We will therefore not use information theory to support the scaling law, but
we will use cryptographic designs as examples. These are in turn inﬂuenced by
the best known attacks, as well as by the designers’ intuitions for an acceptable
security margin against known attacks. We consider two cases: algorithms with a
ﬁxed word size, and algorithms where the word size is variable. It seems diﬃcult
to deﬁne unambiguously what the “word size” of a given algorithm is, however
hopefully the examples below will clarify this concept.
Fixed Word Size. The PHOTON family of lightweight hash functions has a
word size of 4 bits, corresponding to the size of the S-box. This holds for the 100
bit, 144-bit, 196-bit and 256-bit PHOTON permutations, we will not consider
the 288-bit permutation as it uses an 8-bit S-box. As the number of rounds for
PHOTON is always 12, this means that the number of S-box evaluations doubles
if the permutation size doubles.
In the case of Rijndael [35] with a 256-bit key, the number of rounds is always
14, regardless of the block size (128, 192 or 256 bits). Therefore the number of
S-box evaluations doubles if the block size doubles.
The SHA-3 ﬁnalist Skein [45] processes words of 64 bits. When the key and
block size of the underlying Threeﬁsh block cipher is 256 or 512 bits, the number
of rounds is 72. Therefore the number of Skein MIX operations doubles when
the word size doubles. When the key and block size are 1024 bits, Threeﬁsh uses
80 rounds. Note that Skein seems to have a very large security margin, as the
best known non-biclique attack is on only 36 rounds [80].
Variable Word Size. The SHA-3 ﬁnalist BLAKE [6] processes a 960-to-256
bit compression function in 14 rounds using 32-bit words. The 1920-to-512-bit
compression function has 16 rounds and uses 64-bit words.
The hash function SHA-256 [69] uses a 768-to-256-bit compression function
with 64 rounds using 32-bit words, whereas SHA-512 uses a 1536-to-512 bit
compression function with 80 rounds using 64-bit words.
Keccak [16], the winner of the SHA-3 competition, uses a 800-bit permutation
with 22 rounds when the word size is 32 bits, and a 1600-bit permutation with
24 rounds when the word size is 64 bits. It should be noted that a zero-sum
distinguisher exists for the full-round 1600-bit permutation [30, 36].
From these variable word-size examples, it seems that the number of oper
ations increases slightly more than twice when the word size doubles. This is
likely to the fact that the diﬀusion between bits becomes weaker when every
word doubles in size. Nevertheless, the number of operations is far lower than
three times as much when the word size doubles.
10

Counterexamples? It is interesting to see if there are cryptographic designs
that do not follow the scaling law.
One algorithm of interest is the SHA-3 ﬁnalist Grøstl [46], which uses 10
rounds for the 512-bit permutation, and 14 rounds for the 1024-bit permutation.
When the number of S-box evaluations is used as a metric for Grøstl’s eﬃciency,
the 1024-bit permutation has almost three times as many operations as the 512
bit version. Nevertheless, the best attack on these two Grøstl-permutations are
on 9 and 10 rounds respectively [52], indicating that the 1024-bit permutation
may be overdesigned.
A clear counterexample to the scaling law is the SPONGENT family of
lightweight hash functions [25, 26], which are based on the PRESENT block
cipher [27]. When an n-bit permutation is used, SPONGENT evaluates n/4
four-bit S-boxes per round. The actual number of rounds depends on the per
mutation, but is at least n/2. This brings the total number of S-boxes to at least
n2 /8, which means that number of operations quadruples when the permutation
size doubles.
For SPONGENT, the number of S-boxes grows very quickly when the per
mutation size increases. For the 768-bit permutation, the number of S-boxes is
73,920, which corresponds to 770 S-box evaluations for every byte of input. This
has a signiﬁcant impact on the performance: the 272-bit SPONGENT has a ﬁve
times lower throughput than 256-bit PHOTON, yet the hardware area of both
implementations are comparable [26].
The most notable diﬀerence between PHOTON and SPONGENT is that
PHOTON uses a recursive MDS matrix, whereas SPONGENT uses a PRESENTstyle bit permutation. Recursive MDS matrices were pioneered by PHOTON,
and later adopted by other designs such as LED [49] and PRIMATEs [2]. They
show that it is possible to signiﬁcantly reduce the hardware area while still
maintaining high throughput, which is one of the key problems in lightweight
cryptography. This explains the high interest in recursive MDS matrices in recent
academic literature [4, 5, 15, 70, 71, 73, 78].
In this section, we introduced the scaling law for symmetric-key cryptography
to measure eﬃciency in a more accurate way. Instead of counting the number
of calls to cryptographic primitives, we suggest to weigh in the cost of every
call, which becomes relevant when primitives of diﬀerent sizes are used. More
speciﬁcally, the scaling law states that amount of “computations” will double
when the size of the primitive is doubled. Although this model clearly has its
limitations, it helps to give the designers of protocols and modes of operation a
more accurate way to evaluate the eﬃciency of their designs.

4

Picking the Right Tool for the Job

The previous sections focused on how to express security against generic attacks,
and gave some ﬁrst insights in how eﬃciency can be measured. Although we
regularly gave hints on how to make everything as lightweight as possible, we
did not consider the requirements of any particular application. We now discuss
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some constraints in lightweight applications, and explain how they can be taken
into account.
Perhaps most importantly, we should point out that lightweight cryptography
is intended for applications with very stringent requirements that conventional
algorithms fail to satisfy. As such, we focus speciﬁcally at applications where
cryptography is the bottleneck. Conventional algorithms were of course never
designed to be ineﬃcient, but typically aim to have good performance on a very
wide range of platforms. For lightweight cryptography, it seems that the goal is
then to focus on algorithms that are tailored to more speciﬁc use cases, at the
cost of having a more narrow range of applicability.
The goal should be to do an iterative design. Ideally, the lightweight require
ments should be formulated such that they can support a wide variety of use
cases. We do not always know where the algorithm may eventually end up, and
do not want to restrict ourselves too much to any particular platform or appli
cation. An iterative design process allows the requirements to gradually become
more strict until all design constraints are met.
At the protocol level, we should make the following considerations.
– Are all requirements on the primitives necessary? In a survey by Feldhofer
and Rechberger on nine hash-function-based RFID protocols, it was found
that only one protocol required collision resistance [44]. Similarly, HMAC [11]
does not require a collision resistant hash function [9]. When a secret key is
available, it therefore seems preferable to use a block-cipher-based instead
of a hash-function-based construction, as argued in [59].
– What is the cost of computation compared to the cost of communication? A
survey by Struik indicates that in highly constrained environments, the cost
of communication is usually much higher [75]. Ciphertext expansion should
then be avoided at all cost. Nevertheless, in some situations we need to add
padding to hide the length of the plaintext to the attacker.
– How expensive is it to store a counter, or to generate a random number?
This can be very diﬃcult on constrained devices, and still the risk may exist
that nonces are reused. It may be worth considering algorithms that do not
use a nonce, or that are resistant against nonce reuse. This may lead us in
the direction of (authenticated) encryption algorithms that pass over the
data twice. Especially for short messages, the implementation beneﬁts may
outweigh the overhead of the algorithm.
– In the same spirit, we should be careful with unveriﬁed plaintext in authenti
cated encryption algorithms. Implementations should either store unveriﬁed
plaintext in secure memory, or use algorithms that remain secure when un
veriﬁed plaintext is released to the attacker. For a detailed discussion of this
scenario, we refer to [3].
We can then look at the platform under consideration, to see which algo
rithms are best suited to instantiate the protocol. This will depend on whether
the main target is performance in hardware or software, and to what extent par
allelism can be used. What are the restrictions on hardware area or code size,
12

and how much RAM is available? For a given platform, how do we interpret the
application’s restrictions on latency, throughput, power and/or energy?
Last but not least, it is typically not suﬃcient to have a fast implementa
tion, but this implementation should also be secure against side-channel and
fault attacks. Although these problems were in the past often considered as
an afterthought, we increasingly see that eﬃcient side-channel and fault attack
countermeasures are taken into account during the design phase.

5

Conclusion

We explored the domain of lightweight symmetric-key cryptography, in order to
gain insight into some of its challenges.
Firstly, we investigated the security of lightweight algorithms against generic
attacks. We warned against designs with short block and key sizes, a problem
that exacerbates for applications that frequently rekey. Lightweight designs that
are not secure against related-key attacks are becoming increasingly common.
We approach the security of these constructions from theoretical point of view,
where we discuss various ways to instantiate a PRP, for example with an ideal
block cipher or with an Even-Mansour cipher. In line with Kerckhoﬀs’s principle,
we also allow the adversary to query this cipher under keys of its choice. This
leads to an information-theoretic analysis where we distinguish between data
and time queries, depending on whether or not the secret key is involved.
Secondly, we introduced a scaling law for symmetric-key cryptography to ex
press the observation that the number of operations roughly doubles when the
input size of a symmetric-key primitive doubles. This law seems to hold for most
cryptographic designs, except for SPONGENT (a hash function family based on
PRESENT), where the relation is not linear but quadratic. We mentioned recur
sive MDS matrices as an interesting way to improve implementation eﬃciency
in hardware, while still maintaining a high throughput.
Lastly, we discussed how design decisions in lightweight cryptography should
be driven by the application. It seems that the key to lightweight cryptography
is not only to apply new academic insights to cryptographic designs, but also
to match protocols with the cryptographic primitives that are best suited for
them.
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